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Logistics is changing rapidly, with fluctuating freight rates and more intense competition amongst trade routes. 
Freight forwarders and logistics companies are finding it increasingly difficult to bargain with shippers. Success 
depends on a deep understanding of customers’ needs and the ability to offer an advanced solution.

The highly flexible OPUS Logistics platform improves efficiency through   the entire supply chain. By integrating 
complicated business process between the user and partners, OPUS Logistics streamlines communication, 
increases efficiency and visibility to improve profitability. Seamless operation within the value chain is your 
competitive edge.

CREATING 
NEW 
POSSIBILITIES

“OPUS Logistics integrated business with customers and 
partners, streamlining processes and increasing the efficiency, 
visibility, and profitability of daily operation!”

Binex, CEO David Paek

FORWARDING

WAREHOUSING

The OPUS Logistics (Forwarding) web-based open architecture software solution 
for global freight forwarders coordinates customs/filing/shipper EDI, accounting, 
warehouse management and other daily operations and is accessible from 
anywhere in the world. A single instance server and database deliver simple and 
efficient data management on a standardized platform, and because OPUS 
Forwarding is highly compatible with other ERP systems, it lets you manage global 
forwarding operations in one place to integrate activities across the platform. OPUS 
Logistics (Forwarding) allows brokerage and destination data, vessel and flight 
documents, customs, invoicing and accounting to be managed in a single input and 
standardizes the forwarding process, simplifying shipping forms and integrating 
time-consuming processes in an inclusive business system that delivers better 
organizational transparency.

The comprehensive OPUS Logistics (Warehousing) management system delivers 
complete visibility and effective inventory control for third-party or fourth-party 
logistics. Optimizing warehouse processes reduces administrative costs, increases 
data accuracy through single-file data entry, automates process warehouse releas-
ing work and leads to improved productivity. By integrating transportation and 
forwarding operations, OPUS Logistics (Warehousing) reduces the volume of 
data-entry and streamlines workflow by linking warehouse operations to your 
partners, providers, and customers in the worldwide supply chain.

Used by more than 300 logistics companies around the globe, SmartLink is an 
e-Service platform that can connect to OPUS Logistics to provide logistics visibility 
and connect forwarders with multiple industry organizations, including customs, 
port authorities, terminals and shipping liners. By transmitting e-Manifest to 25 
major customs or S/I, BKG, VGM to 30 major shipping liners, SmartLink significantly 
reduces document handling lead time twentyfold and can deliver schedule and 
container tracking updates for improved cargo visibility.


